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Introduction
TopoDOT™ offers several tools designed specifically for structural monitoring,
specifically vertical objects such as buildings or retaining walls. Recognizing that an
effective wall monitoring program requires a field to finish process consistent with the
program objectives, this document breaks down the monitoring operation into individual
process components along with relevant information on data characteristics. Suggested
best practices are offered for each process component that will support overall program
objectives and requirements.
The process components and related data characteristics addressed in this document
are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning the Wall Monitoring Operation
Relevant Data Characteristics
Best Practices for Field Data Acquisition
Field Data Evaluation
Application of TopoDOT™ Tools
Report Generation

This document describes and offers best practices for the entire process from field data
acquisition to final report generation.
Note: TechNote #1017 Revision B has appended an example sample report for
reference.
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Planning the Wall Monitoring Operation
There are several aspects of wall “movement” monitoring that should be carefully
considered and well-defined prior to commencing operations. Specifically they are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishment of reference control
Definition of “movement”
Minimum distance requirements for movement detection
Definition of reference features
LiDAR data characteristics
Optimizing the acquisition process

These aspects are discussed further below.

Definition of Wall Movement
Wall movement must typically be described in at least two orthogonal or independent
directions from some reference. In a simple example, movement of a rigid flat wall can
be “practically” described by two orthogonal movements: 1) a “Z” motion orthogonal to
some reference plane and 2) a “Y” vertical motion in a direction parallel to the reference
plane. Note that this is a “practical” description. Given the high spatial resolution of
point clouds any rotation about the X axis (tipping) would be detected as a Z axis motion
and interpreted accordingly. Rotations about the Z axis are atypical of wall movement
and could be detected thru the identification of two reference points and there Y axis
displacement.

Figure 1: Basic Definition of Wall Panel Movement
Structures such as “retaining” walls are typically much longer and constructed along
non-linear paths. Thus the reference must change also such that the “Z” axis and
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corresponding motion is a least nominally orthogonal to the wall path. Retaining walls
are typically comprised of multiple rigid panels attached to rebar from behind. Thus wall
movement is often localized within a few panels.
In such cases, a practical reference for Z axis movement is to either extract an
essentially 2D reference line along the wall edge, either bottom or top, and define the Z
measurement axis as orthogonal to the line 2D reference line. Typically, when
available, the design alignment serves an excellent reference since the wall “should”
have been built to follow that line. Moreover the alignment line contains the stationing
information that would typically match up with some distinctive wall feature such as
vertical panel joints.
Minimum Movement Detection Requirement
A realistic impact assessment of any movement in the Y or Z directions within the
context of the project requirements is required. What effect will 0.01 (3mm) foot of
retaining wall settlement mean to the project versus, 0.05 foot (15mm), 0.1 foot (30mm),
etc? Keep in mind that wall monitoring operation is comprised of multiple processes,
equipment, etc. each contributing some uncertainty. It is therefore helpful to establish
realistic expectations of some minimum required level of measurement resolution and
accuracy requirements prior to starting the project.
Definition of Reference Features
LiDAR systems produce point clouds and in many cases calibrated reference images
mapped to the point cloud data. In order to detect and measure movement it is
necessary to identify features within the LiDAR system data—either point clouds and/or
calibrated images—that can be identified within some level of accuracy consistent with
the aforementioned requirements for movement.
There are typically two classes of references to be extracted from the LiDAR data,
cooperative targets and identifiable features. Cooperative targets are typically in the
form of reflectors which can be mounted to the wall and any modern LiDAR scanner can
locate and identify. These targets can typically be found very accurately and
automatically. However such targets must be mounted and can be rather costly. It can
also be very impractical to expect they remain affixed to the wall over time.
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Figure 2: Typical LiDAR reference targets
Identifiable features such as joints, corners, edges, etc. within the wall structure can
serve as references for monitoring wall movement particularly in the Y direction.
However in this case, it is necessary to assess how reliably such features can be
extracted and to what level of automation. LiDAR data characteristics should support
the identification of such features.

Figure 3: Joint feature clearly identified in point cloud
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As for movement along the Z axis, typically comparisons of the point cloud to a virtual or
another point cloud can be used to identify and measure movement. Note that in this
case also, there is typically a need to process the data to extract consistent identifiable
features representative of the wall surface. If the wall is relatively flat this is not difficult.
However in many cases the surfaces are not flat such as the wall with deep ridges
shown below. In this case, rather sophisticated processing is required to extract
features representing the same wall surface consistently.

Figure 4: Deep ridges in wall result in “thicker” point cloud

LiDAR System Data Characteristics
There are three primary LiDAR system and data characteristics relevant to wall
monitoring performance. These are:
•
•
•

Reference Target Acquisition Accuracy
Systematic Error
Random Error

Reference targets are typically cooperative and as such are constructed of reflective
material of known shape and size... Such targets are typically placed over a survey
control monument, thereby serving as the lineage back to a traditional survey. Other
targets, such as flat adhesive reflectors, are traditionally surveyed thereby establishing
their respective location in the project coordinate system. Thus the accuracy with
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which these targets are identified and located is critical to the overall wall monitoring
error budget.
Typically each LiDAR system will offer proprietary targets and internal
hardware/firmware systems for locating a target. The location accuracy for each target
can vary with range, angle, and just general scanner performance.
Despite these many factors, assessment of the scanner target detection performance
can be rather easily quantified. Simply setup targets in a “typical” configuration around
a wall—or simulated wall—and scan the same targets from several scan positions
keeping the targets in a “scanner” referenced coordinate system, i.e. targets are located
relative to each scanner position. By performing a least squares fit of the same target
locations from several scan positions, the accuracy and repeatability of a scanner’s
target location performance can be quantified and added to the error budget.

Figure 5: Report summarizing reference target alignment
Having established the uncertainty associated with the scanner locating the targets,
Follow up with the same targets placed at survey control reference points. A root sum
square of the uncertainty in your original control and scanner target location will
describe the expected scanner performance in this area.
Best Practices for Data Acquisition
Scanner position, scanning parameters and control target layout for a retaining wall
project are of critical importance in optimizing field efficiency and data quality. LiDAR
system data, such as point clouds, calibrated images and reference target locations
must be traceable back to the survey control network. LiDAR system data must be
acquired in such a way that features can be identified and measurements can be
extracted within tolerances meeting project requirements.
Control Target Layout
The reference targets should be linked to an established survey control network in some
way. For example, several of the scanner reference targets in the image below are set
up on a fixed height rod over a survey control point while others are identified by
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reflector stickers whose locations are surveyed. Thus identification of the cylindrical
reference target can be tied directly to the survey point nail below the rod.

Figure 6: Reference targets along roadside
Positioning of the reference targets along the wall is also critical to optimizing the quality
of the data. Keeping in mind that these reference targets tend to “tie down” the data at
those points, it is good practice to layout targets in a geometry surrounding the wall but
at some distance away in order to minimize the effects of uncertainty in control and
reference target location. These images show target locations at opposite ends of the
wall, behind the scanners some distance away and at the top of the wall on the upper
road surface.

Figure 7: Reference target placed over survey location on top of wall
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The image below shows a wall monitoring project with vectors from the scanner
positions to target locations. Note the layout of the targets provides a stable geometry
for accurately aligning adjacent point clouds and calibrated image data.

Figure 8: Scanner-to-target vectors
Effective Use of Un-controlled Reference Targets
Of course field conditions will not be consistent. It might not always be possible to place
survey reference points at the top of the wall. Also
Scanner Position
The positioning of the scanner relative to the wall can influence the quality of the data.
Distance and incident beam angle to the wall are the primary parameters influencing
data characteristics.
Scanner distance from the wall will influence the spatial density of the point cloud
across the wall. The further away the scanner, the larger the distance between
neighboring measurements for the same angular step size. Typically every modern
scanner will scan with small enough angular steps to achieve a point cloud spatial
density sufficient to meet project requirements. The trade-off being scan time and
amount of data.
More attention should be paid to avoiding too oblique and incident beam angle from the
scanner to the wall. This is especially the case when attempting to identify relatively
small features such as panel joints within the point cloud data. Point cloud
measurements taken at say 10-20 degrees off parallel to the wall tend to not penetrate
into the joint deeply thereby making it more difficult to identify the joints reliably. Such
anomalies are easily avoided by optimizing the scanner position setups.
Below is a simple layout plan showing a reasonable geometry. Note that scanner
positions were selected such that there is data across the wall taken at incident angles
exceeding about 45 degrees.
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Figure 9: Scanner location relative to wall
Note that it is strongly recommended that each scan be taken for a full 360 degrees at
each position. Typically this is necessary to locate reference targets to the side or
behind the scanner. Also this extra data can prove quite useful in downstream analysis.
In evaluating the wall data inside of TopoDOT™ it is easy to limit point cloud data on the
wall to just that data taken at about incident angles of 45 degrees or more for each scan
position.
Point Cloud Data Systematic and Random Uncertainty
Most modern scanners designed for civil applications are sufficiently accurate for
structural monitoring. So in this section, the topic of uncertainty will be mentioned
briefly along with methods for determining the point cloud data characteristics with
respect to these two uncertainties.
Systematic uncertainty manifests itself as fundamentally a data “shift”. This shift could
result from variances in wall reflectivity, background noise from sunlight (seen mostly in
phased-type scanners), environmental parameters, etc. Random uncertainty manifests
itself as noise or “fuzziness” in the point cloud data. Each of these uncertainty
components is easily assessed.
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The sheer volume and redundancy of LiDAR
data facilitates the estimation of systematic
measurement uncertainty. For example, point
clouds from different scan positions aligned
over the wall “and” surrounding objects can be
compared to identify and measure any
systematic error. One can easily use
TopoDOT™ to cut cross sections across
overlapping point cloud areas and measure
misalignment between them. Any data shifts
will typically become evident as the overlapping
points were taken from different distances,
different angles, different sunlight conditions,
etc…

Figure 10: Road cross section with overlapping data

Figure 11: Road cross section reveals tight alignment

Random uncertainty can be easily quantified by analyzing a data sample over a
relatively flat surface. For example, a scan of the flat wall will yield hundreds or
thousands of points across it. Analysis of those points compared to a virtual plan fit to
the data provides a very reasonable assessment of the random uncertainty associated
with each point. For example, in the following image a plane is fit to points on a
relatively flat surface. The standard deviation is about 0.01 feet (3mm). Given that
there is also texture on the concrete surface, this result well exceeds performance
requirements for typical wall monitoring projects.
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Figure 12: Standard deviation of data about plane describes random noise

As mentioned previously, many scanners operating performance are well within the
systematic and random uncertainty tolerances required for structural monitoring.
However it should be noted that phase-type scanners will typically exhibit higher levels
of uncertainty than pulsed-time-of-flight scanners when exposed to background sunlight.
Scanners used in extreme weather conditions may exhibit such uncertainty. Finally, a
scanner could just have an internal malfunction. These simple tests can assure that the
scanner will perform within tolerances required to meet the wall monitoring project
requirements.
Scanner Settings
Selection of the appropriate scanner settings will optimize the data for identification of
wall features critical to movement analysis. As stated earlier, the features of interest are
some representation of each panel surface and accurate identification of the “horizontal”
panel joints. Thus the primary objective for scanner settings is to achieve a point cloud
spatial density sufficiently dense to capture the necessary feature information.
Density is a function of vertical/horizontal angular step size for the beam and the
distance of the scanner to the wall surface. While more data is typically better, more
data also increases file size and scanning time. The spacing between points on the wall
is just given by angle step size (radians) x distance to wall. Without going into detail
here, reasonable settings for a scanner say 40-50 feet from the wall might be about
0.06 x 0.06 degrees. If the panel joint is not clearly defined at those settings, one can
set the horizontal step size at 0.06 degrees and the vertical step at say 0.03 degrees.
This will increase the vertical density only thereby better identifying the horizontal panel
joint without increasing the scan time or file size too much.
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Field Data Evaluation
This section discusses the basic approach to evaluating field data for a single wall
acquisition. Wall movement is not measured in this exercise. This should serve as a
basic procedure for:
•
•
•
•

Establish lineage of LiDAR data to control survey
Assess reference target to control survey alignment
Review target configuration geometry
Quick review of data to confirm proper alignment

The following evaluation uses data from a Riegl VZ series scanner and RiScan Pro as
the acquisition software application. Similar techniques are recommended for other
scanners and their respective acquisition applications. It is assumed that the reader
has some familiarity with either RiScan Pro or similar acquisition applications.
Establish Lineage of LiDAR Data to Control Survey
The RiScan Pro table below shows the global survey coordinates (GLCS) imported into
the wall monitoring project for the specific acquisition day. This should be done prior to
the acquisition process to reference targets can be matched to these points on site.
Note these points are typically in state plane coordinates and imported as Easting
Northing Elevation.

Figure 13: Reference control survey points

The following Project coordinate table (PRCS) shows these GLCS coordinates
translated such that they are now single precision numbers. Note that height offsets
have been inserted for those reference targets mounted to fixed height rods. No height
offsets indicate the use of flat sticker targets or similar.
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Figure 14: Translated control survey points with fixed height rod offsets

The next step is to open up the Tie Point List (TPL) for each scan position. Each TPL
shows the corresponding link to the control survey point, an overall standard deviation
of the fit as well as the residual error in the X, Y and Z (Easting, Northing, Elevation)
directions. These tables should be quickly examined after each scan on-site as a first
assessment of an acceptable lineage between the control and reference target points.

Figure 15: Tie point list showing link to survey control with residual error

Review of the Target Configuration Geometry
Modern LiDAR scanners will locate reference targets very accurately. Thus they should
should be placed in such a way that the geometry effectively ties down the point cloud
data very tightly over the wall. For example, when scanning a wall from across a
roadway, the targets should “not” simply be placed along a line down the road as the
baseline effecting the tilt of the data at the wall would be very short. It is better to either
place some targets on the wall itself or surround the wall with targets behind it as shown
below.
In this example, the reference targets indicated by numbers over the calibrated image
are located along the road and on the upper road behind the wall.
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Figure 16: Reference targets mapped to calibrated image

A quick examination of target vectors emanating from the scanner positions (SP1 – 7) in
RiScan Pro is shown below. Note how targets tie down the scanner orientation tightly
behind the wall. Such geometry will result in very tightly aligned point clouds.

Figure 17: Scan-to-Target vectors

Data Review to Confirm Alignment
As a last step in review of the acquired data, overlapping point cloud areas are checked
for alignment. In RiScan Pro, this is easily accomplished by setting each point cloud to
a specific color and then inspecting cross sections of overlapping data check alignment.
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Figure 18: Adjacent point clouds overlapping common areas

In this example, three scans colored as white, yellow and violet are viewed from above.
Data has been selected at an overlapping area of the white and yellow point cloud
sections. Examining the data below from a view parallel to the road surface there is no
discernible misalignment between the yellow and white points. Similar inspections can
be made comparing two point clouds against poles, building faces, along power lines or
the wall itself. If these static objects are all tightly aligned, then there is great confidence
in data quality and its utility in detecting and measuring wall movement.

Figure 19: Cross-sections of overlapping point clouds reveal alignment
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Figure 20: Adjacent point clouds overlap at common surfaces

Application of TopoDOT™ Tools
Having assessed data quality, TopoDOT™ wall monitoring tools may be applied to two
or more LiDAR data sets taken at different times. The following is a basic outline of the
application of TopoDOT™ wall monitoring tools. This discussion assumes the user has
prior TopoDOT™ training. (For training contact Certainty 3D at www.certainty3d.com )
There typically will be two or more scan projects acquired some time apart. Application
of TopoDOT™ wall monitoring tools can be outlined in the following steps.
Step 1: Import first project(s) into TopoDOT™
a. Crop out all points not on wall
b. Create another point cloud wall file containing only points on wall
Step 2: QA/QC procedure
a. Control point to data comparison
b. Verify scan-to-scan alignment
c. Assure well-defined joints in data
Step 3: Load Wall Station File (CSV) to identify panel locations
Step 4: Wall Monitoring Tool –Extraction
a. Process panels to monitor motion in local “Z” direction—orthogonal to wall
b. Review motion at each panel as described by extracted features
c. Review motion data at each panel as described in extracted spreadsheets
Step 5: Wall Monitoring Tool—Settlement
a. Process panels to monitor motion in local “Y” direction—vertical to wall
(see figure 1b)
b. Review motion as indicated by extracted features.
c. Review motion data as described in extracted spreadsheets
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Step 6: Verification of results
In the following, we review each step in more detail and present a corresponding
example. Note that this document is not intended as a full tutorial and some prior
knowledge of TopoDOT™ is assumed.
Step 1: Import first project (baseline) into TopoDOT™
Having performed the typical TopoDOT™ workflow to create scanner icons for links to
point cloud data, select scanner icons and load point cloud data. In order to prepare for
initial evaluation of data, select “Individual Scans” in view settings.

Figure 21: Load scan data and set view to “Individual Scans”

If available, import calibrated images from LiDAR project data file.
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Figure 22: Load calibrated images

Crop out all points not directly on the wall and
export this as separate file. Once the quality
verifications in Step 2 are complete, this new file
will be all that is needed for the wall monitoring
operation. This step will greatly increase
operational efficiency when loading data from
two or more projects.

Figure 23: Crop data for increased efficiency

Step 2 QA/QC
Step 2a: Control Point to Data Comparison
Survey control points imported into TopoDOT™ can be compared to the point cloud
data. TopoDOT offers several tools useful for general analysis and measurement of
point cloud data deviations from control.
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Step 2b: Verify Scan-to-Scan Alignment
It is obvious that scanner orientation will directly manifest itself as a “tilt” in the wall data.
Therefore it is imperative that a few simple but effective procedures be executed within
TopoDOT™ to assure proper relative orientation of the data.
First note it is highly recommended to acquire a full 360 degree scan of data at each
scanner location. While only data on the wall will be used in monitoring, the overlapping
data on common surfaces such as buildings, roads, telephone poles, etc. yields an
enormous amount of redundancy by which the relative orientation of the point cloud
data between scan positions can be confirmed. The following procedure is suggested.

Figure 23: Cross section extraction of overlapping point cloud data

Employ the TopoDOT™ cross-section tool to select a window of data from the top view
which encompasses data from adjacent scan positions (yellow and red above). The XY
plane will be established as the centerline of the top view. The cropped data will be
contained in the outside boundaries of the rectangle. View 2 will provide a cross-section
view of the XY plane directly down the Z axis as shown below.
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Figure 24: Orthogonal view of point cloud data cross section

Close examination of specific areas gives excellent indication of the relative data
alignment as shown below. Here we note that there is no discernible misalignment in
the red and yellow data. In fact the data peak-to-peak “thickness” along the road
surface is just over 0.01 ft. The red and yellow data is clearly well aligned within that
range across all areas of the scan.
This simple test should be repeated
several times in orthogonal directions
such that the relative orientation of
each scan is confirmed.

Figure 25: Comparison of overlapping data provides
measurable indication of alignment

Step 2c: Assure well-defined joints in data
Employ the same TopoDOT™ cross-section tool to determine if joints are sufficiently
densely sampled for accurate and repeatable identification. In the following image, the
cross section of the data is shown in View 2. A survey point has been place in the XY
plane at the center of the joint for reference. This example shows a well-defined joint
within the point cloud. For reference, a corresponding calibrated image is loaded in
View 3 showing the same survey point against the image. This test also demonstrates
excellent camera calibration and alignment.
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Figure 26: Vertical cross-section shows clearly defined joint

One should note that the data validation tests outlined in Steps 2a thru 2c are intuitive
and quickly executed. They are also very comprehensive. An advantage of LiDAR
scanning over traditional survey is the sheer amount of redundant data. It is very
improbable that any misalignment with control reference targets or relative scanner
orientation would manifest itself as some type of misalignment of the point cloud data
over common surfaces in the same position relative to the scans. Upon successful
results one can proceed to the following steps with a very high level of confidence that
this data is well-prepared for effective application of TopoDOT’s automated wall
monitoring tools.
Step 3: Wall Alignment (Station) File
Having completed the quality assessment of the wall monitoring data and removed all
point cloud data extraneous to the wall itself, the next step is the establishment of a wall
alignment. The wall alignment is very important. Accurate monitoring operations require
all measurements be repeatable. Thus the wall alignment line will serve as the baseline
reference for all current and future wall measurements.
Interestingly, whether using a design alignment or extracting an alignment from the
data, there are few requirements on the alignment accuracy, precision or position with
respect to the wall. There are just two basic requirements placed on a suitable
reference alignment:
•

The alignment shall follow the wall contour
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•

The alignment shall be in 2D

Using Design Alignment
An original design alignment may be imported as a baseline reference for wall
monitoring. Such an alignment is structured in the .csv file format shown below.
Each column of wall panels has an
index, panel width, station location and
EN location. This file is quickly imported
into TopoDOT™ in the wall monitoring
tool. Employing the alignment file as a
reference, the wall data can be queried
relative to a specific station.

Figure 26: Wall alignment file

Extracting an Alignment from the Wall Point Cloud Data
If a design alignment is not available, an alignment should be extracted from the wall
structure. Typically one might use TopoDOT’s Break Line Extraction tool to perform this
extraction. Features having some significance such as corners of wall caps are easily
identified and extracted as a baseline alignment. It is recommended to extract an
alignment based on features along the top of the wall as opposed to the bottom since
often the bottom edge of the wall meets organic objects such as ground or foliage
making edge identification more difficult.
Once the alignment line has been extracted, it should be placed at a common elevation
using MicroStation’s line flattening tool. This is important as TopoDOT’s wall monitoring
tool will compare wall data space “equidistantly” along an alignment. Any slope of the
alignment will result in a shorter horizontal distances between successive evaluation. In
general data evaluation should be repeated at equidistant spacing along the horizontal
projection of the extracted alignment. This is especially important, for example, when
the panels comprising the wall are stacked vertically which is generally the case. Data
should then be extracted and assessed at say the “midpoint” of each panel. Thus the
data should be evaluated at an equidistant spacing along the horizontal projection of the
extracted reference alignment.
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Extracted Alignment (teal)
Top View
Projected Alignment (green)

Figure 1: Baseline alignment extracted along edge of wall cap

Projected Alignment (green)

Extracted Alignment (white)

Figure 2: Evaluate panel data at equidistant spacing along horizontal alignment

In the preceding two illustrations, data evaluation along say the midpoint of each panel
requires equidistant spacing along the “projected” horizontal baseline alignment. While
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there are technically no restrictions on the elevation of the projection plane, a height
somewhere near the vicinity of the data is recommended so the baseline can be easily
compared to the point cloud data.
Alignment Extraction for Non-Panel Wall Facades
In the following example, we look at the extraction of a reference alignment from a wall
covered with a rock façade. In this case there are no identifiable panels and no welldefined corners or edges. In fact, a fence rail on top of the wall is extracted as the
baseline alignment as it follows the wall contour closely. Thus this example further
illustrates that there are no strict requirements on the extracted alignment outside of it
following the wall contour and it being projected to a horizontal plane.
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Selecting an appropriate data width for evaluation
TopoDOT extracts a vertical strip of point cloud data at specified locations along the
alignment. In the previous section, we pointed out the primary requirements on an
alignment is that it follow the wall contour and was projected (or defined) in a 2D
horizontal plane to assure evaluation at equidistant spacing along the wall. In this
section, we discuss the appropriate width of the data employed in each evaluation.
Façade Walls
In the case of a wall with a façade overlay, it is preferable to evaluate the wall position
data across a reasonably narrow data strip. As the façade is given a “natural” look, the
pattern of the façade does not repeat within several feet of the evaluation location. Thus
if the data strip is too wide, the cross section of the data is rather wide as the data
across the strip is projected on to the vertical plane.
When TopoDOT extracts the wall position elements, one will see the position elements
placed within a seemingly thick cross section of data. Now the only requirement for
accurate wall monitoring is that these elements are extracted with high level of
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repeatability. However as the data becomes wider across the strip, the placement of the
position elements becomes less intuitive. This is made clear in the following illustrations.

Consider the example wherein the position elements are extracted by TopoDOT along a
plane orthogonal to the reference alignment located at the ACS location designated by
the local XYZ coordinate frame.
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In the preceding illustration, a data strip of approximately 3 feet is used to evaluate wall
position elements. Zooming in on the data cross-section reveals a rather “thick” swath of
data as the point cloud data across the three feet stripe are projected on to the single
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plane. Extracted position elements are placed within this data as specific estimates of
the wall position. While the placement of these position elements will change
depending on the width of data employed in their extraction, the elements are all
correctly extracted. The only requirements on these elements is that they are
consistently extracted with a high level of repeatability from the same data strip width for
accurate assessment of relative motion. However, the results of using a much narrower
strip of point cloud data to calculate position elements is “intuitively” more appealing as
shown in the following example.
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As one would expect, extracting position elements from the same point cloud data using
a very narrow data strip of 0.2 feet shows a much thinner data cross-section. Position
elements now lie directly on the thin data strip. Hence the cross-section and placement
of the position elements is a bit more intuitive and one can quickly appreciate its
accuracy. Once again, since TopoDOT’s wall monitoring tool applies the same data
strip width to every point cloud being compared the exact width of the stripe does not
affect relative point cloud position positions. The point is only made that for such
irregular wall façades a thinner stripe yields more intuitive results.
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Step 4: Wall Monitoring Tool –Extraction
Step 4a: Process panels to monitor motion in local “Z” direction
At this point the data has been prepared for the application of TopoDOT™ automatic
wall monitoring tools. In this example, two point cloud data sets taken about a week
apart will be compared. The first data set is brown and shown below. Keep in mind that
the images used corresponded to the later data set, so the brown point cloud data does
not reach the higher level of the image as that part of the wall was not yet built.

Figure 27: Baseline data projected onto calibrated image acquired at subsequent data acquisition

The second data set is shown in blue. With both data sets turned on, we see that both
data sets overlaid over the calibrated image corresponding to the blue data. Note that
part of the data preparation process mentioned in Step 1b also requires that extraneous
data from wooden braces at the top and obstructions at the bottom of the wall be
removed.
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Figure 28: Baseline and Subsequent point cloud data projected onto calibrated image

The next step is to simply select “process all panels” to run the extraction tool. In this
example, it will take less than 3 minutes to measure the Z axis motion (orthogonal to the
wall surface) from the brown data set to the blue.
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Figure 29: TopoDOT™ wall monitoring tool in “extraction” mode

Step 4b: Review motion at each panel as described by extracted features
The TopoDOT™ extraction tool selects a “strip” of data centered at each station
(typically the column center). The surface of each point cloud is extracted automatically
and represented by MicroStation™ elements, i.e. lines and points. The points are then
colored as a function of the distance between the surfaces. The result is an easily
interpreted view of the wall movement. In this case the higher panels have tipped away
from their original position by approximately 0.04 feet.
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Figure 30: TopoDOT™ automatically measures, summarizes and communicates movement

Examination of a single cross-section demonstrates clearly how TopoDOT™ has
automatically simplified the representation of the two surfaces as a brown line (baseline
brown point cloud) and points (blue point cloud). The points are colored as a function of
distance from the line; over 200 columns in less than 3 minutes.

Figure 31: Vertical cross-section illustrates TopoDOT™ results
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Step 4b: Review motion at each panel as described by extracted spreadsheet data
In addition, TopoDOT™ automatically extracts the point data representing these
elements and exports them in individual spreadsheets for further analysis.

Figure 32: TopoDOT™ extracts data at each column

Step 5: Wall Monitoring Tool—Settlement
Step 5a: Process panels to monitor motion in local “Y” direction—vertical to wall
The TopoDOT™ Settlement tool automatically identifies the vertical joint locations at
each station in each data set—brown and blue in our current example. The distance
between the joints is automatically measured and represented by a directional arrow
and magnitude of movement relative between the two data sets.
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These elements mapped over a calibrated image provide a very intuitive and easily
understood representation of the walls vertical movement at each column.

Figure 33: TopoDOT™ automatically locates joint in each data set and measures distance

Step 5b: Review motion as indicated by extracted features
A cross section of data taken at a single column and displayed in View 2 more clearly
demonstrates the relative joint movement between the two data sets as well as the
elements defining that movement, i.e. arrow and magnitude. Note that manual
measurements of the point cloud movement using MicroStation™ measurement tools
have been found to be very consistent with the results given by TopoDOT™ automated
extraction tools.
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Figure 34: Vertical cross section illustrates TopoDOT™ automated settlement tool

Step 5c: Review motion as described in extracted spreadsheets
TopoDOT™ also automatically extracts each columns vertical movement and exports
that data in a spreadsheet format for further analysis. Note that for multiple joints along
a single column, TopoDOT™ will average the movements. While one would expect
these movements to be equal, TopoDOT™ impose user specified quantization levels
(typically 0.01 ft) so that joints on the boundary of that level may change. The average
indicating half the quantization level has been determined to accurately indicate
measurements at the very boundary of the level.
In the following spreadsheet, one notices movements of 0.005 indicating an average.
These results are accurate. The trend of the wall movement is clearly evident along
these 71 columns—all processed in about 2 minutes.
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Figure 35: TopoDOT™ summarizes settlement at each column in a single spreadsheet

Suggested Best Practices for Reporting
The following discussion suggests an approach to generating a comprehensive report
summarizing the application of TopoDOT™ wall monitoring tools. Such a report should
achieve the following objectives:
•
•
•

Provide or at least reference all source data
Establish lineage from the TopoDOT™ wall monitoring output to survey control
Summarize intuitive and easily communicated results

In achieving these objectives, Certainty 3D suggests the following information be
contained in each report. We note that these are only suggestions and it is left to the
user to develop specific criteria meeting their project requirements.
Step 1: Provide Data Reference Sources
The first section should contain a summary list of all data associated with the wall
monitoring operation. Such a list should include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

1

Reference control survey data and documentation
Baseline alignment file 1
LiDAR scanner project files
Relevant metadata

Either design alignment file or baseline extracted from the wall structure.
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Step 2: Provide Overview of Scanning Operation
This section should provide a top level summary of the wall scanning operation. Of
particular interest would be the layout of reference control and scanner position. Note
that such information is easily extracted from the LiDAR scanner operating software and
TopoDOT™. These results can typically be easily conveyed in the form of a screen
shot from one or both sources.

Figure 36: Scan to Target Vectors Quickly Indicate Stable Layout (RiScan Pro)

Figure 37: Top View Scanner Position-Wall Alignment (TopoDOT™)
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Step 3: Record Lineage to Survey Control
LiDAR scanner data is typically oriented within the project coordinate system through
resection from reference targets placed at known surveyed locations. Typically the
scanner operating software will provide a summary table indicating the acquired targets,
the matching control, standard deviation of fit as well as individual residual errors at
each target. Thus for each scanner position there should be one summary report
provided establishing the statistical fit between the located reference targets and
corresponding control.

Figure 38: Summary of fit between scanner reference targets and survey control (RiScan Pro)

Step 4: Assessment of Relative Alignment
As described earlier, the relevant alignment of LiDAR scan data provides a clear
indication of the overall data integrity given the enormous amount of common surfaces
covered by adjacent scan positions. It should be noted that the wall itself would not be a
reliable indicator of data alignment for comparing data acquired at different times—say
several days or weeks apart. This is obvious as the wall is expected to move. However
comparison of overlapping scan data over common surfaces such as buildings, roads,
poles, etc. not expected to move between scanning operations provides a clear
indication that the scan data is well aligned and consequently differences in the scan
data at the wall result from actual wall movement.
Step 5: Automatic Wall Monitoring Report
TopoDOT® features a fully automated reporting tool to extract a spreadsheet formatted
report concisely summarizing wall movement in the lateral and vertical directions. This
tool provides the user the capability to extract these measurements from TopoDOT’s
information rich environment and share them across operations without access to
TopoDOT®.
The following images shows the comparison of two point clouds along a retaining wall in
the TopoDOT® environment. The large dots are color-coded to represent distance
between the two point clouds in the lateral or “Z” direction. These results along with the
images provide an information rich environment to assess wall movement.
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Figure 39: Information Rich TopoDOT Environment

TopoDOT® reporting tools will automatically extract the profile measurements taken at
each station and export them in a spreadsheet format. The first page of the spreadsheet
report summarizes all the measurement profiles across the wall. Each column
corresponds to a profile measured at the corresponding station. The color code is
exactly the same legend applied in the TopoDOT environment above. This in a single
spread sheet, one can easily see a summary of the trends of the wall movement as well
as the individual station movements.

Figure 40: Wall Monitoring Summary Spread Sheet Shows Color-coded Movement at Every Station
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Each column on the summary sheet is linked to a spreadsheet containing all the measurement
and profile results for the corresponding station. Thus the user need simple click on the station
column and the measurement summary below will open.

Figure 41: Individual Station Measurements Linked from Summary Page

In addition to lateral or “Z” measurement reports, TopoDOT will also export the
settlement measurements or “Y” report. As shown below in the rich TopoDOT®
environment, each joint has been identified in the point cloud and the distance between
the joints is measured. These measurements can be seen in TopoDOT® on the
calibrated image below.

Figure 42: TopoDOT™ extracted settlement measurements projected onto joints
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TopoDOT® will automatically extract these measurements and export the settlement
measurement as the average of the movement of all joints at the corresponding station.
The single plot will indicate the settlement trend along the wall.

Figure 43: Settlement as measured by vertical movement of the joints at each station

Step 6: Conclusions
Any report should conclude with a summary of results based on the interpretation of the
TopoDOT™ wall monitoring results. These results are fundamentally distance
measurements. Thus these measurements should be evaluated within the context of
time between data acquisition such that “rates” of movement are inferred.
One should note that given the inherent redundancy and coverage of LiDAR data, any
inference of movement can be further validated by employing TopoDOT®
tools in supporting analyses.
For example, suppose TopoDOT™ extracts measurements indicating a wall “tilt”
movement between two data sets. Several additional cross-sections might be made
against buildings, roads, etc. between those data sets to confirm alignment. Close
alignment on these common surfaces would further validate wall movement as one
would not expect the scanner data to be exclusively misaligned on the wall only—hence
the earlier recommendation of 360 scans at each position. Of course any misalignment
of those common surfaces might indicate an overall data tilt necessitating a review of
the original data.
Thus any report might end with conclusions and a brief comment on additional
validation of results.

Certainty 3D offers this document as suggested guidelines for employing TopoDOT™ in
wall monitoring operations. Final decisions as to the methods, processes, reporting,
etc. are the sole responsibility of the TopoDOT™ user. Please contact Certainty 3D for
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training, recommendations or suggestions as to how these processes and TopoDOT™
might be improved.

Questions and/or Comments
Please contact:
Author: Ted Knaak, President
Certainty 3D, LLC
7039 Grand National Drive, Suite 100
Orlando, FL 32819
Tel: 407 248 0160
Email: ted.knaak@certainty3d.com
www.certainty3d.com
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Appendix :

Wall Monitoring Report
Summary
Date :
Project Name :
Acquisition Date(s) :
Surveyor :

Process Date(s) :
Processor :

Report Summary :

INSERT EXCEL SPREAD SHEET IMAGE –INCLUDE:
LEGEND
Divide up wall into areas of interest—divisions should be vertical. Label each partitioned area.
IDENTIFY AND LABEL AREAS OF MOVEMENT, ANOMALIES, ETC.
(Discussion on follow pages will refer to each of these areas.)
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Summary (continued)
Areas Reports
Area ‘A’- 1 thru n

Point Cloud Extract
Column x
Insert cross section
image of data

Area ‘B’- n+1 thru m

Point Cloud Extract
Column Y
Insert sample cross
section image of
data describing
motion

Data Extract

Comments :

Insert spread sheet
cross section

Data Extract

Insert spread sheet
cross section
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Comments :

Processor Report
File Locations :
Spreadsheet Summary Output
Project Data
Baseline Alignment
Control Coordinates
CAD file
Project Layout
Insert top view image of scan positions and data from TopoDOT. Show wall alignment
and ID in image. Show basic distance vectors from each scan position to wall. Color
point cloud by individual scan file.

Comments on Layout—Distance, angle to wall, potential source of any anomalies
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Quality Analysis Summary

Comments :

Relative Alignment

Describe results of relative alignment analysis and
identify problem areas if any
Insert color coded image with
legend and areas of interest
identified

Control Alignment

Describe results of alignment to control. ID any
potential problems and comment
Insert top view image of control
coordinate location along with
spreadsheet output of deviations
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Field Report
File Locations :
Product Data File
Control Coordinate File

Project Layout
Insert top view image of scan positions with vectors to each control target. Identify control
monuments and relative control targets.

Comments on Layout—General description of field conditions. Monuments found easily
or were new ones established. Data on each part of wall always acquired within +/-45
degrees of a scan position incident angle. No? Why?
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Establishing Control

Comments : Summarize control strategy. What methods
were taken to assure control was acquired in a repeatable
way.
Insert Layout of primary control
coordinates.
Insert least square fit report of
control coordinates located with
scanner.

Scan Position :
SP 1

Insert LSE report control target report and/or mention if
scan-to-scan adjustment was employed

SP2
…
SPN

Field Notes :
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